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The thermal aelf-focueing of

electromagnetic radiation ie consi-

dered. The existence and stability

of localized filaments are demon-

strated in the stationary problem.

It is shown that such filaments are

unstable under the nonstationary

perturbations. The instability re-

sults in bending and destruction of

the filaments. The instability can

be stabilized by the finite plasma

size due to it*convective character./

The self-focusing of the laser

light in the coronal plasma results

in number of effects essential for

the laser plasma. First of all,

self-focusing breaks the homogeneity

of the illumination assisting to the

development of the Haylay-Teylor in-

stability. Self-focusing also in-

creas the local intenclty ot the

electric field and amplifies the

anomal absorption and fast electron

generation. The transverse inhomo-

geniety of the absorption leads to

generation of the kstrong local mag-

netic fields, plasma jets formation

ete., essentially effecting plasma

dynamic. Usually, nondissipative

self-focusing of the radiation is

considered. This effect, induced by

ponderomotlve forces, was investiga-

ted In the number of papers.ffowtday,

experiments on absorption of the se-

cond and third harmonics of Ifd baser

become very importent. The laser-

-plaema interaction takes place in

more dense plasma in this case and

thermal mechanism of self-focusing

the most essential.

The physics of the effect is

very simple. Local increase of in-

tensity, increases collisional ab-

sorption and local temperature. As a

result plasma pushed away from this

region leads to the further focusing

of the radiation. These processes

are described by the follows equa-

tions [i]

Here, we suppose that absorp-

tion is pure collisional, i. - is

the direction of waves propogation.

All designations are is in ref.^YJ*

Equation (1) has a stationary

solution localised in transversal

direction - wavequides. These solu-

tions having a form V = &.CriYé

can be stable. It la natural to

suppose that the development of no-

dulational instability results in

formation the number of the wave-

quides in this case. The problem of

stability can be splitted Into two

parts, let us consider the stability

of the stationary solution (1) under

stationary perturbation, physically

under variation of the incident
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radiation profile.
Stationary equation (1) in di-

menaionlees variables gets the form:

е ч» = с

in the limit of small К (К - wavenum-
ber of perturbatlong along 2 - axis)
we obtain:

This system is hamlltonian and may
be written in the form:

with additional condition

where w = J\j^«i4t№.e?*
Besides H , equation (2) conserves
the number of particles N sjiWl At-j. „
The stationary solution being in the
fora Ч*= &о(*чУё Л г is a stationary
point of the hamlltonian H at
fixed N

That's why for proving stati-
onary solution stability,it is suf-
ficient to prove the boundedness of
H for fixed N .

Using the method suggested in
ref. L M , it ie not difficult to ob-
tain the estimate

where critical power of focus-
ing in the media with cubic non-
linearity.

This result makes possible to
suppose that in case of stat
illumination on scale 1*Ч»»»л
radiation breaks into filaments with
transverse dimension Л-(,гЙ1 However,
the nonatationary instability of fi-
laments can take place.

The stability of waveguides
with respect to modulation along
axis is investigated by analogy with
the work £3]• Waveguide is always un-
stable. Hie bending instability of
the waveguide hao the highest growth
rato. For the inotablllty increment,

The instability of the wave-
guide has the largest increment if-

Notice, that obtained Instabi-
lity is drifted and is being develo-
ped on the length *• •§" At
is clear, that this dimension is
mone, that length of the stationary
solution forming. The developing of
nonstability leads to the breaking
up of radiating into the three-di-
mensional clots and to their disper-
sion. At decrease of the clots di-
mensions till the Bcale of the free
run length the striction nonlinea-
rlty becomes more essential, and it
can lead to the wave collapse and to
the energy dissipation.
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